AUSTRAlT. The aim of this paper is to analyse an expository-type Arabic text within the framework of "cohesive tics " . paying special attention to reference. substitution . ellipsis. conjunction. lexical cohesion and their subtypes . This model approaches language as discourse and not as sentences in isolation .
Introduction
Text Linguistics which has tlourished in the last two decades or so, is a relatively new branch of Linguistics . It has been attracting linguists who realize that it approaches language as discourse and not as sentences in isolation. A sentence is looked at as a unit of language, and, hence, is part of the text. A text is not looked at as a grammatical unit, like a clause or a sentence, and not defined by its size. It is, rather, looked at as a semantic unit. not of form. but of meaning.
Minimal units of the language have been analysed: phonemes in phonetics, morphemes in morphology, and sentences in syntax and grammar . Sentences are still the
